Boston June 17th 1809

Capt. Harris to Lucasy Thomas for & co.
To 2 days & 1/2 work on schoon Friendship 5:0
To 15 of Ochrin at 16 ____________ 1:25
To fish ____________ 1:25
To fish for rish your ____________ 2:30

Received lay in gold Lucasy Thomas for 8:00

£8:00
[1809-06-12; bill/receipt:]

Boston  June th 12 1809
Capt Hawes to Lucas Turnerson son & C\(^\circ\)
  to 2 days $ \frac{1}{2} \text{ Work dun on Schooner Friendship } 5-0
  to 15 of Oakum at /6 1=25
to pich 1=25
to Tar for Vessel[?] yous[?]
\[\begin{array}{l}
0=50 \\
\hline \\
8=00
\end{array}\]

Received pay in full Lucas Turnerson & C\(^\circ\)